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Deepening the reformation of higher education system to advance the development of 
the higher education, it has become important power to expedite the innovation of science 
and technology, to strengthen national competitive power and to establish the well-to-do 
society completely. During the reform, high-education information asymmetry hinders the 
development of higher education more and more. So the countermeasures studying on this 
phenomenon become an important subject in our higher education academia, basing on 
which this thesis broached HEIs’ information opening, and studied on it systematically and 
deeply.  
On the basic of defining HEIs information and HEIs’ information opening, this thesis 
established the necessity and inevitability of HEIs’ information opening at aspects of theory 
and reality. It embodies in four phases hereinafter: Firstly, according to modern cybernetics, 
the systematic control of higher education needs the operation of HEIs’ information 
opening; Secondly, according to the idea of public management, HEIs must be responsible 
for the interest group, such as government and taxpayer etc, so it is a responsibility to make 
information open for HEIs; Thirdly, in order to adapt to the new development of higher 
education, HEIs’ information opening is inevitable; Fourthly, in order to organize modern 
university system, it is necessary to put HEIs’ information opening in practice.  
It also has feasibility to put HEIs’ information opening in practice. On the basis of 
‘IPP’ analytic pattern, this thesis designed ‘HEIs’ information opening index system’ at 
aspects of the input, process and output of HEIs’ operation. This system faces to the interest 
group, such as government, taxpayer, enrollment applicants, faculty, enterprises, etc. It 
comprises indexes like conditions, curricula system, recruitment plans, matriculation 
criteria, and tuition criteria, bursary policies, personnel regulation, development of 
graduates, profit distribution of school industry etc. In order to promote HEIs’ information 
opening, this thesis attempt to design a set of guarantee system. It comprises concretely: to 
practise nomocracy of HEIs’ information opening; to establish the system of inspiration and 
restriction; to realize solid channels for information opening; to promote information opening 
through higher education evaluation; to exploit function of agencies, etc. 
It is argued that HEIs’ information opening is not to resolve information asymmetry in 
higher education, but to adapt to the development of society, and it is the intrinsic require of 













information opening in theory, the aim of this thesis is to design an integrated university 
information opening academic system. 
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2 转引自王雨田．控制论 信息论 系统科学与哲学[M]．北京：中国人民大学出版社，1986：286． 
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教育管理系统                                 大范围的教育管理系统 
图 1.1 教育管理系统与大范围的教育管理系统信息关系图 
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